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Abstract
In any language designed to express transformations, the notion of rewrite rule is a key feature. Its con-
ciseness as well as its strong theoretical foundations are essential. The notion of strategy is complementary:
this describes how rules are applied. In this paper, we show how a high-level strategy language can be im-
plemented in a Java setting. We present the integration of the visitor combinator design pattern into Tom.
This corresponds to an interpreter for strategy expressions. To be more eﬃcient, we present a compilation
method based on bytecode specialization. This low-level transformation is expressed in Tom itself, using
rules and strategies.
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1 Introduction
Rule based transformations are used in a wide range of applications including com-
piler construction, optimization, refactoring, software renovation as it is shown
in [12,7]. Complex program transformations are achieved through a number of ele-
mentary modiﬁcations, deﬁned by rewrite rules, whereas the way they are applied
corresponds to the notion of strategy.
The main interest of using strategic rewriting systems is the conciseness, as
well as the strong theoretical foundations of this paradigm. In practice, elementary
program transformations appear explicitly in the program as rules. The strate-
gies deﬁned separately allow the user to precisely control the applications of the
transformations. The separation between rules and strategies helps to ensure prop-
erties such as correction or termination. In the context of optimizer construction,
[13] demonstrates that standard strategies (i.e. innermost or top-down traversals)
are not suﬃcient. Even if separating transformations and control provides safety,
languages based on rewriting must oﬀer modular and extensible strategy expressions
to be really usable.
There already exist several environments, or meta-environments, well tailored to
ease the development of such transformation systems. Among them, let us mention
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Obj, Maude, Asf+Sdf, Stratego, Elan, Hats or Txl for example. Since
2001, we have been developing the Tom system [8,1], whose main originality is to
be built on top of an existing language: Java. The main advantage of this approach
is that any Java program is a Tom program. Therefore, the system automatically
provides a large library and support for builtins such as int, ﬂoat, and String, I/O,
system calls, etc. As a counter part, the design of the language is more constrained
since the introduced constructs should be compatible with the Java model and
syntax. In this paper, we give in Section 2 an outline of the Tom language. In
Section 3, we show how strategic programming, pioneered by Obj, Elan, Maude,
and Stratego can be lifted into the Java programming environment. In Section 4,
we show how it can be applied to implement a compiler for the strategy language of
Tom using a rule based library designed to perform Java bytecode transformations.
2 Rule based programming in Java
2.1 First order term
The notion of term is essential when considering rewrite rules: this is the main data-
structure. Gom [9] is a language and a tool for describing typed tree structures.
Given an algebraic signature, it generates an implementation eﬃcient both in time
and space. The implementation oﬀers maximal sharing which is similar to the
ATerm library [10]. As in ApiGen [11], the generated code ensures that only well
typed terms can be built. As illustrated below, Gom oﬀers modular importations
and supports primitive types of Java:
module Pico
imports String int
abstract syntax
Expr = Var(name:String)
| Cst(val:int)
| Plus(e1:Expr, e2:Expr)
| Mult(e1:Expr, e2:Expr)
A main contribution of Gom is to provide a hook mechanism to deﬁne canonical
forms that have to be preserved. In other words, to each algebraic operator, a
construction function can be associated. This function ensures by construction that
terms are in normal form, and thus that invariants are preserved. In the following
example, we deﬁne a hook attached to Plus, which ensures that the addition with
a neutral element is automatically simpliﬁed:
Plus:make(e1,e2) {
%match(e1,e2) {
Cst(0),x -> { return ‘x; }
x,Cst(0) -> { return ‘x; }
}
}
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2.2 Rule based programming
Tom is a language extension which adds pattern matching primitives to existing im-
perative languages. Pattern matching is directly related to the structure of objects
and therefore is a very natural programming language feature, commonly found
in functional languages. This is particularly well-suited when describing various
transformations of structured entities like for example trees/terms, hierarchical ob-
jects and XML documents. The main originality of the Tom system is its language
and data-structure independence [8]. From an implementation point of view, it is
a compiler which accepts diﬀerent host languages and whose compilation process
consists in translating the matching constructs into the underlying native language.
Since Gom generates Java implementations of terms, in the following, we consider
Java as the host language.
On the practical side, Tom provides three main features: a “%match” construct
to match objects, a “‘” construct to build objects, and a mapping deﬁnition formal-
ism used to connect the algebraic level to the implementation level, called formal
anchor. In this paper we only consider implementations of data-structures gener-
ated by Gom, but note that the notion of formal anchor allows to match against
any kind of data-structure.
The %match construct adds pattern matching facilities similar to functional lan-
guages. The action part is written in Java, providing ﬂexibility. The “‘” construct
builds a term and can be used anywhere a Java expression is allowed. For example,
the expression ‘Cst(5) builds the corresponding term.
Note that Java expressions can be mixed with Tom expressions and that in-
variants are systematically ensured. Therefore, ‘Plus(Cst(2+3),Cst(2-2)) will
be evaluated into Cst(5), after reducing 2+3 and 2-2, using Java semantics, and
removing the neutral element Cst(0), thanks to the hook mechanism.
In addition, Tom provides associative matching with neutral element (also
known as list-matching) that is particularly useful to model the exploration of a
search space and to perform list or XML based transformations.
To illustrate the expressiveness of list-matching we consider a variadic operator
ExprList whose signature is deﬁned as follows:
Expr = ... | ExprList( Expr* )
This allows to build list of expressions. Therefore, the term ExprList(Cst(3),
Var("x"),Cst(7)) denotes a list composed of three elements. To deﬁne the search
for a variable Var(name) the following construct can be used:
boolean hasVar(Expr l) {
%match(l) {
ExprList(a*,Var(name),b*) -> { return true; }
ExprList(a*,Plus(x,y),b*) -> { return hasVar(‘x) || hasVar(‘y); }
}
return false;
}
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In this example, list variables annotated by a * are instantiated by a (possibly
empty) list. Therefore, for the considered sequence, the Var(name) will be found in
second position, and the Java variable name will be instantiated by the string "x".
The variables a* and b* are respectively instantiated by ExprList(Cst(3)) and
ExprList(Cst(7)). This corresponds to the list which contains Cst(3) and the
list composed of Cst(7).
3 Strategic programming in Java
It is now well established that ﬁrst order functions or rules are not suﬃcient to
describe transformations in an elegant way: higher-order features are needed to de-
scribe how transformation rules should be applied. This is the purpose of strategies.
3.1 Tom strategy language
An elementary strategy is a minimal construct that corresponds to a transforma-
tion. We distinguish three basic ingredients: Identity (does nothing), Fail (always
fails), and the notion of transformation rule (performs an elementary transforma-
tion). In our system, they must be type-preserving and are deﬁned by extending a
default strategy:
%strategy EvalConst() extends Fail() {
visit Expr {
Plus(Cst(c1),Cst(c2)) -> { return ‘Cst(c1 + c2); }
Mult(Cst(c1),Cst(c2)) -> { return ‘Cst(c1 * c2); }
}
}
When applied to a node of sort Expr, a transformation is performed if a pattern
matches the current node. Otherwise, the default strategy is applied (Fail in this
case). The EvalConst strategy describes how to simplify the addition or the product
of two constants. Note the use of c1 + c2, which is a Java expression. For example,
it returns Cst(12) when applied to Mult(Cst(3),Cst(4)).
On top of elementary strategies, more complex strategies can be built, involving
basic combinators as presented in [13,14]. By denoting s[t] the application of the
strategy s to the term t, the basic combinators are deﬁned as follows:
Sequence(s1,s2)[t] → s2[t’] if s1[t] → t’
failure if s1[t] fails
Choice(s1,s2)[t] → t’ if s1[t] → t’
s2[t’] if s1[t] fails
All(s)[f(t1,...,tn)] → f(t1’,...,tn’) if for all i, s[ti] → ti’
failure if there exists i such that s[ti] fails
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One(s)[f(t1,...,tn)] → f(t1,...,ti’,...,tn) if s[ti] → ti’
failure if for all i, s[ti] fails
Omega(s,j)[f(t1,...,tn)] → f(t1,...,tj’,...,tn) if s[tj] → tj’
failure if j > n or if s[tj] fails
Using this formalism, a strategy trying to apply the user strat-
egy EvalConst() and performing identity if it fails can be built with
‘Choice(EvalConst(),Identity()). In the presented implementation, it can be
applied to a term t using the .visit(t) method.
By combining elementary strategies and basic combinators, it becomes pos-
sible to deﬁne higher-level constructs. The ﬁx-point operator can be deﬁned as
Repeat(s) = Choice(Sequence(s,Repeat(s)),Identity()).
This strategy will apply the strategy s repeatedly until it fails, and then return
the last result obtained before failure, thus Repeat will never fail.
To write recursive strategy deﬁnitions such as Repeat(s), we use a recursion
operator μ, which is similar to the rec of functional languages. Then, Repeat(s)
is deﬁned by Repeat(s) = μx.Choice(Sequence(s,x),Identity()), where x de-
notes a variable, and s a parameter of the strategy. Deﬁning such strategies in
Java is not easy because a graph has to be built to encode the recursion. The x
should be seen as a pointer to the strategy itself. In JJTraveler for example, these
recursive strategies can be deﬁned, but the graph corresponding to the recursion
should be built by hand. In Tom, we raised the recursion operator to the object
level, using mu and variables, allowing the deﬁnition of recursive strategies in a term
based framework:
Strategy Repeat(Strategy s) {
return ‘mu(MuVar("x"),Choice(Sequence(s,MuVar("x")),Identity()));
}
As a consequence, the expansion phase which transforms a term into a graph
(called μ-expansion) is performed at runtime. Strategy expressions can have any
kind of parameters. It is common to have a Java Collection as parameter, for
instance to collect all variable deﬁnitions in an AST. Using a Stack is also common
to ﬁnd free variables, or to bind variables to their declaration (as in the μ-expansion,
deﬁned by a strategy of course!). As illustrated above, parameters can also be
strategies (s for instance). This allows user deﬁned strategies to behave diﬀerently
depending on how they are applied, or to build continuations in strategies.
Finally, when a signature is deﬁned in the Gom language, con-
gruence and construction strategy operators are generated. Those are
used to discriminate constructors and thus allow to describe higher-
order strategies such as map for instance. Given a signature List =
Cons(head:Element,tail:List) | Empty(), the map strategy can be deﬁned
by ‘mu(MuVar("x"),Choice( Cons(s,MuVar("x")), Empty())), where Cons and
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Empty denote congruence operators associated to Cons and Empty. Cons(s1,s2)
applies s1 and s2 to the arguments of a term rooted by Cons, otherwise it
fails. Using construction strategies, this naturally allows the deﬁnition of dy-
namic rules. Also, the use of those congruence strategies permits the deﬁnition
of local strategies, where the order of evaluation of the subterms is deﬁned by
the user. By deﬁning two parameterized strategies Get and Set (which man-
age a Java HashMap), we can easily implement the rewrite rule f(x) → g(x) by
‘Sequence( f(Set("x")),Make g(Get("x"))).
The combination of basic strategy combinator and Java has been pioneered
by JJTraveler. In the presented work, the main contributions are the possibility
to deﬁne elementary transformation rules using %strategy, the introduction and
the implementation of the explicit recursion operator mu, as well as the automatic
generation of congruence operators. This is important since it makes the framework
easier to use and contributes to the promotion of formal methods in the Java
community.
Some elements of reﬂexion
A shortcoming of rewrite rules is their context free nature: rules have only access
to the subterm they are applied to. Using parameterized transformation rules it is
of course possible to propagate context information, but this may not be convenient,
for example to know to which redex a rule is applied, when traversal operators are
involved. We have added the ability for each strategy, including transformation
rules, to know where they are applied wrt. the original term. These positions
are represented by ﬁrst order objects corresponding to a sequence of integers and
can be used to build strategies such as “replace at position ω” or “get subterm at
position ω” by nesting Omega strategies, where Omega(s,i) applies s to the ith
subterm. When dealing with transformation systems which can produce several
results, the combination of traversal operators and positions allows to compute all
possible reachable terms in an elegant way. This extension is very useful to describe
tools and analyzers that deal with reachability or control ﬂow analysis problems.
A main originality of Tom is the ability to perform matching against any kind
of term implementation, and in particular against the objects that implement a
strategy. Therefore, a strategy expression, including the recursion operator, are
ﬁrst class objects. Tom can be used to match, transform, or dynamically create
any strategy expression. A strategy is also “traversable”, in such a way that rules
and strategies can be applied on a strategy itself. While quite new for us, this
oﬀers reﬂective capabilities that can be used to perform optimization or on the
ﬂy compilation of dynamically created strategies, as illustrated in Section 4. Along
with congruence strategies and construction strategies, this allows to encode pattern
matching and rewrite rules as dynamic strategies, thus providing dynamic scoped
rules. Note that the presented language does not allow to construct higher-order
strategies as in the Hats strategy language [15]. In particular, it is not possible to
construct dynamic instantiations of rules.
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3.2 Implementation in Java
The implementation of such strategies relies on the use of several design patterns,
the most important being the visitor combinators [14] one (do not confuse with the
“visitor design pattern”). The intention of this pattern is similar to the visitor one,
but allows combination of visitors, and the deﬁnition of various tree traversal strate-
gies by combination of basic visitors. To use those strategies, the term structure
has ﬁrst to be Visitable, that is to exhibit the term structure via the Visitable
interface:
public interface Visitable {
public abstract int getChildCount();
public abstract Visitable getChildAt(int i);
public abstract Visitable setChildAt(int i, Visitable child);
}
This interface allows to decompose a term and to explore its subterms, and
is used by the elementary strategies All and One to describe the tree traversal.
Strategies themselves have to implement this interface, to be manipulated as terms
and transformed by strategies as described in the previous subsection.
Strategies are part of the visitor combinators design patterns, and so are the
combined visitors. Thus strategies implement the Visitor interface, providing a
Visitable visit(Visitable v) method, used to describe the behavior of a strat-
egy when applied to a given term v. Those strategies may have strategies as chil-
dren, for instance Sequence(s1,s2) will be represented by a Visitor object of
class Sequence with two ﬁelds first and then which are strategies. In that case,
the visit method is implemented as follows:
Visitable visit(Visitable v) throws VisitFailure {
return then.visit(first.visit(v));
}
It applies the first strategy to the subject term v, then apply the strategy then
to the result. If one of those application fails, the whole sequence fails. In our
framework, the notion of failure is encoded by a Java exception. This is why the
visit method may throw a VisitFailure exception. The All and One combinators
use the Visitable interface to apply their child strategy to the subterms of the
subject, and build the result using the setChildAt method. To ease the strategy
compilation, in our implementation the visitor children are not stored as object
ﬁelds like in the previous example, but rather in a visitor array named visitors,
to ease accessing them with generic algorithms.
In order to create type safe user strategies, we introduce a combinator Fwd which
depends on the typed interface of the tree structure. The goal of this combinator is
to dispatch the call to the generic visit to type speciﬁc transformation methods. In
order to deﬁne new transformation strategies, the user has to extend this Fwd class
and redeﬁne the typed variants of the visit method, thus ensuring type preserving
transformations.
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The Fwd combinator possesses one child, which is the default strategy, and is
designed to be extended by inheritance. Its visit method follows the visitor
design pattern [5], by calling an accept method on the visited tree node, which
is used to select a type speciﬁc visit method, by the classical double dispatch
method. For instance, each node of type Expr in the tree representation generated
for the Pico module presented in Section 2 possesses an accept method:
public PicoAbstract accept(PicoVisitor v) throws VisitFailure {
return v.visit_Expr(this);
}
where PicoVisitor is the interface that provides typed visit methods.
The visit method of the Fwd combinator will call the accept method when
applied to a term belonging to the Picomodule (i.e. instance of the PicoAbstract),
and falls back to the default strategy otherwise. Each speciﬁc type-preserving visit
method is implemented as a call to this default strategy.
public class Fwd implements PicoVisitor {
protected Visitor defaultStrategy;
public Visitable visit(Visitable v) throws VisitFailure {
if(v instanceof PicoAbstract) {
return ((PicoAbstract) v).accept(this);
} else {
return defaultStrategy.visit(v);
}
}
public Expr visit_Expr(Expr arg) throws VisitFailure {
return (Expr) defaultStrategy.visit(arg);
}
}
Then, each user deﬁned strategy will only have to extend this Fwd class and
override one or many type speciﬁc visit method to implement a type safe trans-
formation, that can be combined with the elementary strategies to form a complex
transformation. The EvalConst strategy deﬁned in section 3.1 can then be deﬁned
as the following class:
public class EvalConst extends Fwd {
public EvalConst() { super(‘Fail()); }
public Expr visit_Expr(Expr arg) throws VisitFailure {
%match(arg) {
Plus(Cst(c1),Cst(c2)) -> { return ‘Cst(c1 + c2); }
Mult(Cst(c1),Cst(c2)) -> { return ‘Cst(c1 * c2); }
}
}
}
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This framework may seem diﬃcult to use from a user point of view, but as
the typed tree structure is generated by the Gom compiler, the framework is also
instantiated for this typed structure, and the only requirement for the user is to
extend the Fwd class to create its transformation strategies. In the context of Tom,
the implementation of user deﬁned strategies is straightforward when using the
%strategy construct since the Java code is automatically generated.
4 Optimizing strategies by Bytecode transformation
As mentioned in section 3, Tom strategies are represented by a tree composed of
user deﬁned strategies basic combinators. As a consequence, high level strategies,
such as leftmost-innermost, are expressed by a combination of low level primitives.
This approach has many advantages and makes the strategy language extensible. A
counter-part of this modularity is the cost of complex traversals due to the visitor
design pattern. The time spent in evaluating each elementary strategy is not negligi-
ble in comparison with the time spent in eﬀectively performing the transformations.
This has led us to study whether a strategy expression could be eﬃciently compiled
or not, in order to improve the overall eﬃciency of a strategy based system.
To achieve this goal, two diﬀerent approaches can be considered:
(i) a high-level transformation which consists in simplifying a strategy expression
into a more eﬃcient, but semantically equivalent one,
(ii) a low-level transformation directly applied on the bytecode, consisting in opti-
mizing the implementation via program transformation.
The ﬁrst approach consists in transforming a strategy into a more eﬃcient one.
For that, we can consider equivalence classes of strategies and choose as normalized
form the most eﬃcient representation. As Tom strategies are ﬁrst-class citizens,
they can be transformed using rewrite rules. Therefore, this ﬁrst approach can be
described in Tom. Below, we give two examples of simpliﬁcation rules:
Sequence(Identity(), x) -> { return ‘x; }
Choice(Fail(), x) -> { return ‘x; }
Not(One(Not(x))) -> { return ‘All(x); }
Not(All(Not(x))) -> { return ‘One(x); }
One advantage of this method is the simplicity of its implementation, but to
obtain a real gain, the detection of more complicated patterns is needed.
On another side, by instrumenting the strategy library we realized that most of
the time is spent in executing function calls. This shortcoming is due to the visitor
combinator design pattern and only appears in the implementation code (i.e. Java).
As a result, this deﬁciency can only be reduced at a low-level. As Tom is a language
built on top of Java, this optimization can be achieved by statically analyzing Java
sources. However, this solution is not acceptable because it would impose a second
transformation step, just after the compilation from Tom to Java.
For these reasons, our approach consists in performing the optimization at run-
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time, directly on bytecode programs. Furthermore, the Tom formalism is particu-
larly well suited to describe such kind of transformation. In the following, we show
how a compiled Java class can be analyzed and transformed using Tom, and we
give some experimental results to express optimizations on strategy code.
4.1 Bytecode transformation by rewriting
A particularity of Java is to target a standard, machine independent, low level
bytecode as compiled form of programs, which is interpreted by the Java virtual
machine. Then, it becomes natural to perform program transformations at the byte-
code level. This technique is used in particular to provide language extensions such
as aspect oriented programming, to perform sophisticated static analysis, generate
middleware code or improve runtime performances.
To manipulate Java classes, Tom provides a library [2] which supplies a term
usable by Tom out of a Java class. The library enables to deﬁne transformations
of this term by strategic rewriting as well as functionalities to generate a new Java
class from the modiﬁed term.
The library generates a Gom term using the ASM library [4]. This term is a
memory-eﬃcient representation of the Java class, which can then be traversed and
transformed using Tom. Figure 1 shows the steps of bytecode transformation in
this framework. After translating the Java class into a Gom term, we use Tom
features to deﬁne transformations and traversals and to obtain a new Gom term
which can be transformed into a new Java class.
Transformation/Analysis
by strategic rewriting
Algebraic world of Tom
Object world of Java
term TC'term TC
ﬁeldsn w ﬁelds
new methods
class C'
ﬁelds
methods
class C
Fig. 1. Bytecode transformations in Tom
As we have seen in the previous section, one interesting feature of Tom is its
ability to perform list matching. Every Java method is represented in Gom by a
list of instructions. So ﬁnding if a Iload(i) is followed by a IStore(i) can be
expressed by the pattern: InstructionList(_*,ILoad(i),IStore(i),_*).
With one pattern, we can ﬁnd all the occurrences of the sequence
ILoad(i);IStore(i) in the body of a method. Moreover, the strategy language
can be used to express complex transformations in a very concise way. Due to this
library, we are able to express optimizations on strategy code directly using Tom.
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4.2 Optimizing strategies
We have seen previously that the main problem of strategy eﬃciency was due to
the implementation by the visitor combinator design pattern. Every strategy com-
binator is parameterized by strategies and the visit method of a combinator calls
the visit methods of the parameters. When considering a large strategy term, most
of the time is dedicated to visit calls.
Given a strategy expression, the objective of the strategy compiler is to generate
a specialized version of the visit method, by successively inlining strategy combi-
nators contained in it. At the end, the resulting code no longer depends on calls
to other visit methods of strategy combinators. Bytecode manipulation, along
with a Just-in-time tool, is well suited to achieve this objective as strategies can be
visited during the execution of a Tom program. Indeed, it is possible to determine
at runtime the type of each node of the tree, allowing us to proceed to the compi-
lation. Figure 2 shows the strategy tree of a Top-Down. Every combinator has its
own visit method. Each of them, except for the user deﬁned strategy, contains at
least one call to another visit method.
Mu
public Visitable visit(Visitable subject) {
    if(!expanded) { expand(); }
    return visitors[0].visit(subject);
}
Sequence
public Visitable visit(Visitable subject) {
     Visitable ﬁrstResult = visitors[0].visit(subject); 
     return visitors[1].visit(ﬁrstResult);
}
User strategy s
(deﬁned by a %strategy)
public Visitable visit(Visitable subject) {
    <user code>
}
All
public Visitable visit(Visitable subject)  {
    for (int i = 0; i < childCount; i++) { 
        subterm[i] = visitors[0].visit(subject.getChild(i));
    }
    return subject.setChildren(subterm);
}
(a) Before inling
compiledTopDown
public Visitable visit(Visitable subject) throws VisitFailure {
    if(!expanded) { expand(); }
    <user code>
    Visitable ﬁrstResult = result; 
    for (int i = 0; i < childCount; i++) {
        subterm[i] = this.visit(ﬁrstResult.getChildAt(i));
    }
    return subject.setChildren(subterm);
}
(b) Compiled strategy
Fig. 2. Inlining of the Top-Down strategy: the resulting code is clearly more eﬃcient. Note the recursion
encoded by this.visit
In our implementation, every combinator can access its parameters: they are
stored in an array visitors[]. For example, in the Sequence class, visitors[0]
corresponds to the ﬁrst strategy to apply, and visitors[1] to the second one.
When considering the statement return visitors[1].visit(firstResult), the
strategy compiler has to detect the call to visit in order to inline its body. This
is performed at runtime using reﬂective capabilities of Java: the dynamic type of
visitors[1] is determined and the implementation of the corresponding visit is
inlined. In our example, the considered dynamic type is All and the call to visit
can be replaced by the loop over children. This process is repeated until getting a
ﬁx-point which corresponds to the compiled strategy.
In our framework, there is a mapping from the real bytecode (extracted using
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ASM) to an algebraic view (implemented by Gom). Therefore, a Java class is
represented by a term. For each event generated by ASM corresponds an algebraic
constructor. Due to lack of space, we cannot explain in detail how a Java class is
described (ASM generates more than 250 diﬀerent kinds of events). In the following
we consider that a Java class is characterized by a list of methods. Each of them
has a name, a proﬁle, as well as an associated list of instructions. This abstract
view can be described using an algebraic signature:
TMethodDef = Method(info:TMethodInfo, code:TMethodCode)
TMethodInfo = Info(name:String, desc:TMethodProfile)
TMethodCode = Code( TInstruction* )
In order to inline a call to visit, the ﬁrst step consists of ﬁnding the calls to
this method. Given a strategy (i.e. a graph of objects), we consider the algebraic
term that represents the list of classes that occur in the graph of objects. Starting
from the root, we have to ﬁnd the implementation of the visit method. This is
done by inspecting the list of methods associated to a given class.
%match(mList) {
MethodList(_*,Method(MethodInfo[name="visit"],code),_*) -> {
/* processing where we can use the code variable */
}
}
In this example, the associativity of MethodList is used to search for a method
whose name is visit. When found, the body of this method is retrieved and stored
in the code variable. Note also that syntactic matching is a concise way to retrieve
information in deep subtrees (the slot name for example).
Now that the term corresponding to the method’s body has been retrieved, the
inlining operation can really start. This second step consists in determining, for
each call to visit, the type of the callee and to collect its implementation code.
The type of each sub-strategy is determined at runtime using Java reﬂexivity. The
corresponding code is mapped to a Gom term and inlined: this consists in replacing
the call to visit by the considered term.
%strategy InlineVisitCode() extends Identity() {
visit TMethodCode {
/* Match the bytecode of visitors[index].visit(_)’*/
Code( Aload(0),Getfield[name="visitors"],indexInst,Aaload[],
Invokeinterface[name="visit"],tail*) -> {
/* find corresponding instructions */
newCode = ...
return ‘Code(newCode, tail*);
}
}
}
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In this example the visitors[index].visit(_) pattern is detected by search-
ing for ﬁve consecutive bytecode instructions: Aload(0) puts 0 on the stack in order
to retrieve the class variable visitors (using Getfield). The variable indexInst
can be instantiated by any bytecode instruction. This is useful since there exists
diﬀerent ways to put the index on the stack. Aaload corresponds to the access
to visitors[index]. Finally, Invokeinterface invokes the method visit. The
statement newCode = ... performs the runtime type detection, loads the class, and
store the term representation into newCode. The inlining is performed by returning
‘Code(...). This replaces the ﬁve matched instructions by newCode.
To be correct, note that we have to rename each label and index before inlining
visit calls. Otherwise, name capture problems may occur. Similar to the inlining
process, the renaming process is implemented by a user deﬁned strategy named
Rename.
The combination of renaming and inlining is deﬁned by a strategy, using a
TopDown operator to perform a traversal of the tree:
MuStrategy inliner =
‘Sequence(
TopDown(Rename()),
TopDown(InlineVisitCode())
);
newCode = (TMethodCode)inliner.visit(‘code);
Here, code is the variable used in the pattern deﬁned above to ﬁnd the deﬁnition
of the visit method. This strategy of optimization can be called on the initial
strategy term before visiting.
To obtain this new code, there is a compile method that generates, from an
original strategy term, a class that corresponds to the compiled strategy term and
returns an instance of it. Instead of generating a ﬁle for this new class, it is directly
loaded into the JVM.
4.3 Benchmarks
We present in Figure 3 a few benchmarks obtained for diﬀerent applications, when
using the just-in-time strategy compiler. Concerning space usage, code inlining
leads to duplication, but in a linear way. In practice, strategies are not so huge and
contains less than 100 elementary combinators. Therefore the space increase is not
an issue.
The ﬁrst example corresponds to the innermost normalization of a binary tree
whose size ranges from 22 to 232 nodes. The strategies involved are extending failure.
Therefore, each time a rule cannot be applied to a subterm, a new exception is
thrown and caught by a catch statement. We obtain a gain by a factor 2 when
using the compiled strategy. This can be explained by the fact that the strategy
code is inlined, and thus the exception mechanism is kept local to a method instead
of being distributed across methods and objects. This makes the implementation
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Fig. 3. Experimental results: programs are run without and with strategy optimisation. The execution
time is expressed in seconds (shorter is better).
much more eﬃcient.
The two following examples are real life applications which use strategies. The
structure example is a theorem prover in the calculus of structures, as presented
in [6]. This system features deep inference, which means it is necessary to traverse
a proof term in depth to ﬁnd new redexes where the deduction rules can be applied.
The last application is a tool used to ﬁnd quasi-interpretations of functional pro-
grams [3]. This involves manipulating of polynomial expressions, traversing them
to apply transformations and substitutions, replacing variables by values for evalu-
ation, usually in a bottom-up way.
5 Conclusion
Tom brings pattern matching and rewriting to Java, allowing to express transfor-
mations in a clean and eﬃcient way. In order to describe complex transformations
as found in compilers, optimizers or program analysis, we introduced a strategy
language integrated into Java allowing to control precisely the rules applications
and to describe in a formal way tree traversals and transformations.
Those strategies are built by composing objects representing elementary strate-
gies, which can then be viewed as an interpreter of strategies, using the visitor
combinator design pattern.
Among the transformations we can describe with Tom, we focussed here on
low-level program transformations, for example Java bytecode. In particular, we
illustrate those bytecode transformations by the just-in-time compilation of strategy
expressions, using partial evaluation techniques. To express this transformation, we
presented a Tom library built on top of ASM and allowing to transform bytecode
expressions in an algebraic manner. Due to the reﬂexive properties of our strategy
library, we use strategic programming to traverse the bytecode representation of the
strategy expressions, perform analysis and inlining.
In this paper,we have presented rules for method inlining on strategy codes. A
next step should be to add new rules for implementing classical loop-invariant code
motion. Due to the recursive operator, the strategy code can contain imbricated
loops and it would be interesting to remove the computations that can be performed
outside.
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